KSRP is a multi-domain RNA-binding protein that recruits the exosome-containing mRNA degradation complex to mRNAs coding for cellular proliferation and inflammatory response factors. The selectivity of this mRNA degradation mechanism relies on KSRP recognition of AU-rich elements in the mRNA 3 0 UTR, that is mediated by KSRP's KH domains. Our structural analysis shows that the inter-domain linker orients the two central KH domains of KSRP-and their RNA-binding surfaces-creating a two-domain unit. We also show that this inter-domain arrangement is important to the interaction with KSRP's RNA targets.
INTRODUCTION
Gene regulation by adenosine-uridine-rich element (ARE)-mediated mRNA decay (AMD) is important for cellular proliferation, immune response and cardiovascular toning. AMD malfunction has been linked to cancer (1) and to inflammatory diseases such as Crohn-like inflammatory bowel disease and inflammatory arthritis (2) . The effect of cis-acting AREs on the stability of specific mRNAs is mediated by the binding of regulatory proteins (ARE-binding proteins, ARE-BPs). Some of these proteins (e.g. TTP, BRF1 and KSRP) promote mRNA degradation while others (e.g. HuD and HuR) act as antagonists, stabilizing the mRNA (3).
K-homology splicing regulator protein/fuse-binding protein 2 (KSRP/FBP2) is a multi-functional protein of the far upstream element (FUSE)-binding protein (FBP) family that has been involved in several steps of transcriptional and post-transcriptional gene control. In AMD, KSRP binds to a subset of AREs, recruiting the exosome and de-adenylation factors to the mRNA targets (4, 5) , defining a functional model for ARE-dependent mRNA degradation. The central part of KSRP is organized in four single-stranded nucleic acid-binding domains, the so-called K-homology domains ( Figure 1A , KH1-4) which are responsible for its nucleic acid-binding activity. Using cross-linking and mRNA decay assays, we have previously shown that a minimum of two domains of KSRP are required for mRNA binding and degradation (5) . Furthermore, in vitro studies (6) (7) (8) have confirmed that the isolated domains bind to AU-rich sequences with low affinity (K d > 100 mM) and that simultaneous binding of at least two domains is necessary to obtain K d values in the nanomolar-to-micromolar range.
The selectivity of KSRP action in promoting mRNA degradation depends on its ability to recognize its ARE targets. However, the protein interacts with a broad range of AU-rich sequences. We dissected the sequence preference of the single domains showing not only the presence of both positive and negative sequence selectivity, but also that only one of the four domains of KSRP has a preference for AU-rich sequences (7) . This hints that sequence specificity is only one of several criteria involved in target discrimination.
KSRP-RNA recognition is a multi-domain event and inter-domain interactions, if they take place, could play an important role. The single-stranded regions recognized by the KH domains of KSRP are embedded within different 3 0 untranslated regions (UTRs). Inter-domain contacts could modulate RNA recognition by relating orientation/accessibility of the RNA-binding surfaces of the domains to the single-stranded regions of the RNA targets. Thus, we need to understand if the four domains of KSRP act as structurally independent binding units and we need to evaluate the role of inter-domain linkers in protein-RNA interaction.
We have recently shown that the KH1-KH2 and KH3-KH4 domains of KSRP are connected by long and flexible linkers and that their relative orientation is not fixed (6, 8) .
Here we examine the relation between KH2 and KH3 and show that the two domains interact and form the structural core of the KSRP protein. The structure of the KH23 protein reveals that the two domains assume a well-defined orientation with the linker playing an important role. We discuss the implication of this novel inter-domain arrangement for RNA binding and test our conclusions in the cellular environment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein and RNA oligonucleotides preparation
Recombinant KH domains shown in Figure 1 were constructed by PCR from a plasmid containing full-length KSRP (5 NH 4 Cl and 13 C-D-glucose. All His-GST-fusion proteins were initially purified by nickel affinity chromatography. The bulky His-GST-fusion tags were then cleaved with TEV protease and removed by using a second nickel affinity step. The constructs were further purified on a Superdex-75 (Pharmacia) gel filtration column. Samples were concentrated to 0.3-1.5 mM in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) with 50 mM NaCl and 1 mM TCEP. Protein concentration was determined by a combination of spectrophotometry with predicted extinction coefficients and ninhydrin analysis of protein hydrolysates.
All RNA oligonucleotides were chemically synthesized (Curevac and Dharmacon).
Circular dichroism spectroscopy
All circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded on Jasco J-715 spectropolarimeter equipped with a PTC-348 Peltier temperature-control system. CD intensities are presented as the CD absorption coefficient calculated by using the molar concentrations of the proteins. Thermal unfolding was monitored between 10 or 20 C and 90 or 95 C, depending on the constructs. Temperature was increased at a rate of 1 C/min and unfolding was monitored by recording the signal at 220 nm. Reversibility of the unfolding was assessed by cooling to 10 or 20 C at the same rate. Protein concentrations were 1-2 mM in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP. The data were fit to a two-state native-denatured model, while two independent unfolding transitions where used for the KH23 didomain. Data fit was performed with in house software as described in (9) .
RNA binding was monitored by adding increasing amounts of protein to 1-2 mM AU-12mer RNA in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP. A temperature of 5 C was chosen to optimize the signal change upon protein binding. The average signal between 255 and 265 nm was fitted against the protein concentration using in house software (9). Top-sequence alignment of KSRP KH1-KH2, KH2-KH3 and KH3-KH4 inter-domain linkers (red box). Bottom-sequence alignment of the KH2-KH3 linker of KSRP (Homo sapiens) with the ones of the MARTA1 (Rattus norvegicus), ZBP2 (Gallus gallus) and VgRBP71 (Xenopus laevis) protein homologues and of the human FUSE-binding protein (FBP1) (red box). Residues conserved in two or more constructs are coloured in green and blue, respectively; conservative substitutions of hydrophobic and polar residues are marked in grey. Yellow boxes highlight the positions of the two F311 and Y317 residues; red boxes define the boundaries of the linker between KH2 and KH3. The KH2-KH3 linker is conserved in the KSRP/FBP family and very different from the KH1-KH2 and KH3-KH4 linkers.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) samples of the different KH constructs were prepared in 90% H 2 O/ 10% D 2 O solutions of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, 0.02% NaN 3 at concentrations in the range 0.3-1.5 mM. NMR spectra were recorded at 300K on Varian Inova and Bruker Avance spectrometers operating at 800 and 600 MHz 1 H frequencies. The spectra were processed with NMRPipe (10) and analysed with Sparky (11) .
Standard 3D NMR experiments (HNCACB, HNCA and HNCO) were used to obtain sequence specific 1 HN, 15 N, 13 C a , 13 C b and 13 C' backbone assignments (12) . Side-chain aliphatic proton and carbon assignments were achieved using data from a combination of 3D 15 N and 13 C-edited TOCSY and NOESY-HSQC spectra (13) with 70 and 100 ms mixing time for TOCSY and NOESY experiments respectively, plus a HCCH-TOCSY experiment (14) . Water suppression was achieved by the WATERGATE pulse sequence (15) .
3 J HN-Ha scalar couplings were measured from HNHA experiment as described previously (16) . 15 N relaxation parameters (T 1 , T 2 and { 1 H}-15 N NOE) were obtained from standard experiments (17) recorded at 600 MHz 1 H frequency and 300K and analysed using NMRPipe routines (10) . The program TENSOR (18) was used to determine amplitude and rhombicity for the diffusion tensor of KH2, KH3 and KH4 in isolation and in two-domain constructs. The same program was used to estimate the reported rotational correlation times ( c ).
Estimates of the rotational correlation times of wild-type (8.5 ns) and double mutant (7.3 ns) were also obtained using a fast method that relies on changes in the intensity of the downfield region of 1D proton spectrum (Kelly et al., manuscript in preparation). 15 N-1 H amide residual dipolar coupling (RDCs) were measured using a magnetically oriented binary mixture of $5% (v/v) alkyl-poly(ethylenglycol) C 12 E 5 and 1% (v/v) hexanol and IPAP experiments as described in (6) . The fit between the 15 N-1 H amide RDCs predicted from the KH23 structure and the ones measured experimentally was calculated using the program Module (19) .
The thermal stability of the domains was monitored by recording 15 N-HSQC spectra on 600 MHz (single domains) and 800 MHz (KH23) Varian Inova spectrometers on $0.3 mM protein samples in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP. Spectra were recorded at 3 C intervals between 27 and 69 C. In all cases, except for KH2 + linker (233-324), the protein unfolding was fully reversible.
The effects of RNA complex formation on KH constructs were followed by acquiring 15 (22)) or from the chemical shift-based TALOS database (f/u; (23)). Experimental distance restraints (Table 1) were derived from the integration (XEASY; 24) of Sparky (11)-derived NOE peak lists (6) . H-bond constraints were added when unambiguously identified by the structural analysis of preliminary structures. Two hundred randomized conformers underwent simulated annealing with a standard CNS protocol as described in (25) and the 25/20 lowest energy structures for KH2/KH23 were refined in water (21) . Structural statistics are shown in Table 1 , structure quality was evaluated by using the program PROCHECK-NMR (26) . The program MOLMOL (27) was used to visualize the conformers, and to create figures. Multiple sequence alignment was executed within the CLUSTALX program (28) .
Cell transfections and ribonucleoprotein complexes immunoprecipitation
HEK293 cells were transfected (using Lipofectamine Plus, Invitrogen) with empty pCMV-TAG2B vector (mock) or the same vector expressing either wild-type KSRP (KSRP) or KSRP F311A/Y317A double mutant (KSRP F311A/Y317A ). ribonucleoprotein complexes immunoprecipitation (RIP) assays were performed as previously described by (29) with some modifications. Briefly, cells lysates were immunoprecipitated with either Protein A-or ProteinA/ ProteinG-Sepharose-coupled antibodies at 4 C overnight. Pellets were sequentially washed with the following buffers: Buffer I (0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1, 150 mM NaCl); Buffer II (0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1, 500 mM NaCl) and Buffer III (0.25 M LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1). Total RNA was prepared using Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) retro-transcribed using random primers and amplified by PCR.
The primer sequences are:
hsa.PP2ACA forward 5 0 -GAT GGA GGG ATA TAA CTG GTG CC -3 
RESULTS
Characterization of the KH2-KH3 protein
We have used NMR data on chemical shift perturbation (CSP), hydrodynamic behaviour and stability to define the relation between the KH2 and KH3 domains. Our data indicate that an interaction between KH2 and KH3 is taking place in which the linker plays a pivotal role.
The superposition of the 15 N-HSQC spectra (Supplementary Figure S1 ) of the isolated KH2 (233-305) and KH3 (317-418) domains on that of the two-domain KH23 construct (233-418) shows significant chemical shift differences (Ád avg > 0.02 ppm) for resonances of both domains which are mapped in Figure 2A Furthermore, resonances of the last seven amino acids of the linker (317-324), which are not visible when this short stretch is attached to KH3 in the (317-418) construct, become clearly visible in the KH23 construct, indicating that further contacts are taking place in the full two-domain construct. Importantly, no significant chemical shift differences are observed between the isolated KH23 and the two domains within the KH1234 construct ( Figure 2B ), which confirms that the features of the KH23 interaction are conserved in the longer protein. (31) and significantly larger than the one of the isolated KH2 and KH3 domains (5.27 and 6.36 ns in the isolated domains), consistently with the two domains interacting.
The rhombicity (r) values of KH2 and KH3 in solution change very significantly between isolated domains and domains within the two-domain construct (Supplementary  Table S1 ). This contrasts with what we observe for the KH34 construct, where the non-interacting KH3 and KH4 (6) have similar r values to the isolated KH3 and KH4 domains (Supplementary Table S1 ).
Finally, significant changes in the stability of one of the two domains confirm that an inter-domain interaction is taking place (32) . CD spectroscopy showed that the isolated KH2 and KH3 domains have T m of 69.1 ( Figure  4A ) and 62 C (6), respectively. The unfolding curve for KH23 ( Figure 4A ) cannot be reproduced by summation of the curves for the individual domains, which should be the case if no interaction between domains was present. It is worth noting that addition of the KH2-KH3 linker to KH2 does not change its T m . A change in KH2 stability in the KH23 construct is confirmed by the NMR spectra recorded during the thermal unfolding of KH2 and KH23 (3 C intervals over the temperature range of 27-69 C), where unfolding of KH2 and KH3 domains can be followed separately. Comparison of the KH2 resonances in the two experiments shows that the domain is $10
C more stable when in isolation ( Figure 4B ). Fittingly, no such change is observed in the unfolding of KH1, KH2, KH3 and KH4 in isolation and in the KH12 and KH34 constructs (6, 8) -where no inter-domain contact is present.
Structure of KH2 and KH23 and role of the linker in inter-domain arrangement Next, we solved the structures of the KSRP KH2 (221-305) and KH23 (233-418) proteins using NMR spectroscopy. In KH23, KH2 and KH3 are positioned at a $ 90
angle to form an L-shaped structure, in a KH-KH orientation never observed before ( Figure 5A-C) . The KH2-KH3 linker starts with a short four-amino acid flexible turn followed by a partially structured stretch that runs anti-parallel to KH2 a3 and lies between by KH2 a1, a2 and a3. Then the linker turns and makes contact with KH3. The conformation of the section of the linker interacting with KH2 is not extended; the polypeptide backbone forms one helical turn and a broad double turn ( Figure 5A ). Subsequently, the backbone is arranged in two kinks that form the joint of the KH23 L-shaped structure and define domain-domain orientation. The surface buried by the contacts between KH2 and the linker is $1500 Å 2 and the one between KH3 and the linker is $800 Å 2 . This difference explains the more extensive chemical shift changes for KH2 described in the previous paragraph. The relative orientation of KH2 and KH3 is defined mainly by domain(s)-linker contacts but also by a few domain-domain ones that bury 285 Å 2 of surface. Domain-domain and domain-linker interactions are mediated by side chain-side chain interactions and do not rely on the formation of stable H-bonds or any extension of the secondary structure of the protein. In particular, two hydrophobic amino acids from the linker (F311 and Y317) make extensive contacts with KH2 ( Figure 5C ). The two aromatic side chains sandwich the side chain of R314 creating two cation-p interactions and stabilizing the relative position of the three residues. The inter-domain arrangement is defined by 151 linker-domain (KH2 a 1 , a 2 and a 3 and KH3 b 1 and b 3 ), 83 linker-linker and 5 domain-domain NOEs ( Figure 5C, Supplementary Table S2 ). The orientation of the two domains is also confirmed by residual dipolar coupling (RDC) analysis. RDCs recorded on a sample of KH23 fit to the values predicted from the KH23 structure (Supplementary Figure S4) . It is interesting to note that the relaxation measurements reported above indicate that the backbone of residues in the linker shows a significant flexibility. This flexibility could be related to the observed lack of H-bonds involving backbone moieties of the linker or/and could indicate the existence of minor conformers with a less structured linker.
The comparison of the structures of the isolated KH2 (this article, Figure 5D ) and KH3 (6) with the one of the two domains in the KH23 construct shows no major changes in the arrangements of the secondary structure elements, with the most significant differences observed at the C-end of KH2 a 3 and the N-end of KH3 b 1 ( Figure 5E ). Differences were also observed in the average conformation of the flexible (Figure 3 ) b 2 -b 3 loops of both domains, most likely reflecting the scarce structural information available for these regions. The structures of the isolated KH2 and KH3 domains ( Figure 5D ) are superimposable to the ones of the domains within the KH23 construct with an RMSD of 0.95 Å (KH23-KH2, backbone atoms) and 1.05 Å (KH23-KH3, backbone atoms). Both structures are well defined and the Ramachandran plots indicate that the very few residues in the disallowed regions (1.5% for KH23 and 0.9% for KH2) ( Table 1) belong to loops that are only partially assigned. Importantly the orientation of the two domains is also well defined ( Figure 5A and B) . The structure presented here provides the first example of an intra-molecular KH-KH interaction mediated by the inter-domain linker. The high level of conservation of the linker amino acids in the KSRP (and FBP) family ( Figure 1B) -especially of the two aromatic residues F311 and Y317-strongly suggests that the orientation of the KH2 and KH3 domains is conserved in man, rat and chicken.
Inter-domain arrangement and RNA binding
The structure of the KH23 construct shows that the nucleic acid binding grooves of KH2 and KH3 are $90 rotated and non-contiguous, adopting an orientation very different from the ones reported so far in KH-KH di-domains (33) (34) (35) (36) (Figure 6 ). To understand how the KH2-KH3 orientation relates to RNA binding we tested the interaction of KH23 with a 12mer RNA (UAUUUAU UAUUU) that recapitulates the sequence of the TNFa ARE in vitro. The same RNA had been previously used to test the RNA binding of the KH3-KH4 domain pair, while shorter oligos spanning the 12mer sequence had been used to test the four isolated domains (6) (7) (8) .
NMR CSP data obtained titrating 15 N-labelled KH23 with the TNFa 12mer ( Figure 7A ) revealed not only that both KH2 and KH3 bind RNA using the 'classical' nucleic acid-binding grooves ( Figure 7B ) (37) , but also that KH2-and KH3-binding surfaces do not coalesce. The lack of significant chemical shift changes in the resonances of the KH2-KH3 linker indicate that the linker is not directly involved in RNA binding and that no significant structural rearrangement is taking place in the domains interface. Smaller but clearly detectable chemical shift perturbations involve residues V276, C280, E281, M282, M284, L286 and E288 on KH2 a 3 . These small changes are also observed when short UAUUUA and U AUUAU oligos bind to KH2 and KH3 (data not shown) as well as in Nova-1 KH3-RNA binding (38) and they are probably caused by minor conformational effects linked to RNA interaction.
During the titration, signals in fast exchange regime on the NMR timescale shifted linearly with concentration, reaching saturation at a $ 1 : 1 stoichiometry ( Figure  7A ). This suggests tight binding with a K d in the low micromolar range for the complex and is consistent with the K d obtained for the same complex by monitoring a reverse titration (RNA into protein) by CD spectroscopy (1.0 ± 0.1 mM, Supplementary Figure S3a) . As a comparison, the isolated KH2 and KH3 bind to the two UAUUAU and UAUUUA 6mers with K d value ranging from $100 to $400 mM (6,7), while the K d value of the complex between KH3-KH4 and the UAUUUAUUA UUU RNA is 0.2 mM (6). These in vitro results indicated that the RNA-binding surfaces of KH2 and KH3 are both accessible and involved in RNA binding but they do not form a continuous surface so that the RNA chain must bend to interact with both binding grooves, as shown in Figure 7C . However, the relation between KH2-KH3 orientation and the accessibility of single-stranded regions within the RNA structure could be important in defining the target in the context of the structured 3 0 UTR. In order to assess if the KH2-KH3 orientation plays a role in the discrimination of the ARE targets within the large protein-RNA complexes assembled on the mRNA 3 0 UTR we have tested the effect of interfering with the inter-domain arrangement on the capability of KSRP to interact with its ARE targets in the HEK293 cell line. Based on the structure of KH23, we designed a double mutant (F311A/Y317A)-where removal of the two aromatic side chains in the linker perturbs KH2-KH3 interaction. The chemical shift perturbations in the 15 N-HSQC spectrum of the wild type upon mutating F311 and Y317 indicate not only that substantial changes have taken place in the interface, but also that the domains maintain the correct fold ( Figure 8A and B). Furthermore, we have measured the effect of the double mutation on the hydrodynamic properties of the molecule and we showed that the correlation time of the alanine double mutant is 1.2 ns lower than the one of the wild type, confirming a change in the inter-domain arrangement.
We then assessed the capability of the full length KSRP F311A/Y317A double mutant to (i) bind the UAUU UAUUAUUU RNA in vitro and (ii) bind to two different (Supplementary Figure S6) and well characterized KSRP mRNA targets. Interestingly, the double mutation in the linker affected the interaction of KSRP with the UAUUU AUUAUUU RNA only to a very small degree (Supplementary Figure S7) with the binding to the double mutant being marginally higher (0.4 ± 0.05 versus 1.0 ± 0.2 mM) than the wild type one. Instead, the double mutation affected in vivo binding by two different target mRNAs to a very different degree. The interaction of the KSRP F311A/Y317A double mutant to PP2ACA mRNA was more than halved when compared to wild-type KSRP, while the interaction with the b-catenin mRNA decreased only 15% ( Figure 8C ). This indicates that the role of the inter-domain orientation is mRNA target-dependent, and presumably relates to the 3 0 UTR context enclosing the AREs.
DISCUSSION
The structure of KH23 reveals that the two central domains of the KSRP protein assume a novel interdomain arrangement ( Figure 6 ). Key to the relative positioning of the KH2 and KH3 domains is the 18-amino acid-long inter-domain linker that is sandwiched between domains. Although the two domains make a few direct contacts via KH2 a 2 and KH3 b 1 /variable loop, the inter-domain interface is very small compared with the one between the domains and the linker. The linker acts as a pivot between the two domains and, indirectly, provides a novel structural solution to the recognition of low-sequence complexity RNA targets.
The role played by the linker in KH23 is different from what is observed for the structures of other KH domain pairs that have either very short linkers that constrain the inter-domain orientation by simple tethering or very flexible linkers that do not interact with the domains. In NusA (33), the short 6-nt linker is used to position the two domains and creates a continuous RNA-binding surface ( Figure 6A ). Similarly, in FMRP KH1-KH2 (34) only a few residues separate the two domains ( Figure 6B ). In contrast, in FBP1 ( Figure 6C ), the KH3-KH4 linker is a long and flexible 30-residue connector and this flexibility allows KH4 to bind a DNA sequence 6 nt 5 0 of the sequence bound by KH3 (35) . In PCBP (36) the long KH1-KH2 linker allows the domains to assume an anti-parallel orientation and to form a six-stranded inter-domain b-sheet ( Figure 6D) .
The simultaneous engagement of several RNA-binding domains increases the RNA-binding affinity of a protein whether or not the two domains make contact. Tethering of two RNA-binding domains implies that binding of the first domain increases the local concentration of the second, facilitating RNA binding. A simple model, in which the linker does not contact the RNA, was developed to estimate the effect of the linker length on RNA binding KH2 is represented in orange, KH3 in magenta and the linker follows a colour gradient between the domain colours. In these representations, two short nucleic acid molecules (pentamers) have been placed in the KH2 and KH3 nucleic acid-binding grooves (cyan and green) based on existing structures (FBP KH34-DNA complex) and connected by a ribbon that follows a colour gradient between the colours of the two RNAs. On the left, the shortest route for a connection allows a RNA 12mer to bind both domains simultaneously and follows the route mapped by our CSP data. The alternative route, on the right panel, is significantly longer. In both cases the RNA must undergo a change of direction. affinity (39) and demonstrates how a short linker results in a stronger cooperative effect. However, a fixed inter-domain orientation has further implications. By using two domains in a well-defined orientation it is possible to fix the distance between binding sites on the RNA, elongating the binding sequence and increasing the specificity. For example, NusA KH1-KH2 makes contacts with 11 RNA nucleotides (33) . Furthermore, although a direct participation of the linker in the recognition of the RNA has not been reported for KH domains this mechanism has been observed in RNA recognition by RRM domains and zinc-fingers (40) . There, functional groups of the protein linker take part in the interaction and the linker itself can become structured upon binding, boosting the binding affinity. In KSRP KH23 instead the KH2 and KH3, RNA-binding surfaces do not coalesce in a continuous area and the linker is not directly involved in the interaction.
Chemical shift perturbation data confirm that RNA binding is mediated by the canonical RNA-binding grooves of KH2 and KH3. The two RNA stretches bound by these grooves could be connected on either side of KH23 ( Figure 7C ), but these two putative connections would have very different length. Considering that at least 4 nt are bound by each KH domain, the length of the RNA target able to span two sites ($12 nt) argues that the RNA is binding KH2 and KH3 in a 5 0 -3 0 orientation, bridging the gap between binding surfaces by the shortest possible route ( Figure 7C ). This model is consistent with the lack of chemical shift changes on the linker side of the molecule when both sites are bound. It is interesting to consider that a 5 0 -3 0 direction of protein-RNA binding would be similar to the one observed for oriented the KH1 and KH2 domains of NusA and is the reverse than the one observed for the KH3 and KH4 domains of FBP, that do not assume a fixed inter-domain orientation.
The affinity of KSRP KH23 for the KSRP target UAU UUAUUAUUU RNA is comparable (slightly lower in fact) to the affinity of KH34 for the same RNA despite the fact KH3 and KH4 do not contact each other. Here, tethering of the KH2 and KH3 domains does not create a protein-RNA high-affinity binding unit. Indeed, perturbing the inter-domain orientation by mutating two aromatic residues engaged in linker-KH2 interactions does result in only a very small increase in the capability of the protein to bind the UAUUUAUUAUUU RNAthat could be due to the two domain assuming a better orientation-or to spurious contributions by the positively charged residues present in the linker. Previous analysis of the sequence preference of the KH domains of KSRP (7) shows that the protein does not have specificity for AU-rich sequences per se. Indeed, the ARE targets of KSRP cover a broad range of sequences indicating that recognition of a long sequence in a very specific fashion is unlikely to be a major factor in target discrimination-a likely scenario is a direct role of the KH23 architecture in selecting KSRP ARE targets. The data reported in this manuscript support this hypothesis. In our system, binding of the two domains implies a bend in the backbone of the RNA polymer ( Figure 7C) -similarly to what observed for the PTB protein (41)-regardless in fact of their orientation. The AU-rich targets of KSRP are located in highly structured 3 0 UTRs and the change in the direction of the RNA chain could contribute to the general architecture of large KSRP-RNA-protein complexes by stabilizing a suitable conformation. The results of our in cell assays, indicate a target-dependent role of the KH2-KH3 interaction confirming that KSRP-RNA recognition is a multi-factorial process that cannot be explained with a simple zip code recognition model as we proposed earlier (7) .
In this manuscript we show that the central KH domains of KSRP interact, forming a single structural unit. Purpose of this interaction is not to create a high-affinity binding unit for AU-rich targets or to elongate the sequence recognized by KSRP but rather to relate the context of the 3 0 UTR to the domain arrangement of the protein.
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